DEPARTMENT – EVENTS

SECTION – 4-H FASHION REVUE
(Must be enrolled in the Clothing and Textiles Project)

SPECIAL RULES

1. Read General Rules. Violation of any of the following rules may result in disqualification.
   All decisions will be made by a county agent and their decision is final.

2. A member is limited to modeling one outfit per class. Purchased garments may be added to complete a constructed outfit, but must be noted as purchased.

3. Each contestant is expected to model one outfit (no changes) at the Public Fashion Revue. Location and time will be announced. Judge will announce award placing at conclusion of judging evaluation. Youth must participate and be present at the Public Fashion Revue to receive recognition or awards. Ribbons and premiums will be withheld if participants do not participate in the Public Revue. (See St. Fair rule #7)

4. A special “Fashion Revue Script” sheet, available at the Extension Office or online, must be filled out by the contestant for the Public Fashion Revue. This is to be turned in at judging, with a copy kept by the 4-Her. ALL 4-Hers must also complete the Cost Per Wear worksheet for judging (required for State Fair qualifiers).

5. The top two in the Age 14-18 modeling class will represent Leavenworth County at the State Fair.

Constructed Garments Revue (Modeling of constructed garment or outfit with consultation judging) – Clothing items commonly considered as outer garment (vest, jacket, skirt, dress, pants, coat, etc.) must be constructed by the 4-Her. A sweater, blouse or shirt can be purchased or made. This class can participate in the Fashion Revue, Friday evening, after the judging.

Buymanship Revue (Modeling of a purchased garment with consultation judging) -
Everything which is commonly considered an outer garment (vest, jacket, dress, skirt, pants, coat, etc.) must be purchased by the 4-Her or constructed by another person, using fabric and pattern chosen by the 4-Her. This class can participate in the Fashion Revue, Friday evening, after the judging.

Buymanship - $15 or Less
Total cost for an outfit must be $15 or less. This includes the main garment, shoes and accessories. Receipts for purchase and/or source of outfit must be attached to the judging form. The purpose of this class is to encourage and educate on reuse, repurposing, and recycling of clothes. Items may come from garage sales, thrift stores, consignment stores or hand me downs. Items received as gifts (i.e. Birthday or Christmas) are not considered repurposing and are not selected by the 4-Her so are not eligible. Judging will be based on overall appearance, fit, modeling ability, and quality of garment and cost savings. This class can participate in the Fashion Revue, Friday evening, after the judging.

SCORE CARD FOR MODELING CLASSES

General appearance & knowledge   (70%)
Posture, poise, grooming, garment condition, fit of garment, modeling skills, accessories used to create a total look, knowledge of wardrobe plan.

Construction appearance & life cycle knowledge   (30%)
Quality of construction, appropriate finishing techniques used, plan for clothing care and life cycle, able to calculate value per wear.

CLASSES – 6000: Constructed Garment Revue
SUB-CLASSES – 6000: Ages 07-09
  6000: Ages 10-13
  6000: Ages 14-18
6010: Buymanship Revue – Women
SUB-CLASSES – 6010: Ages 07-09
   6010: Ages 10-13
   6010: Ages 14-18

6020: Buymanship Revue – Men
SUB-CLASSES – 6020: Ages 07-09
   6020: Ages 10-13
   6020: Ages 14-18

6030: Buymanship - $15 or Less (Men & Women)
   (NOT A STATE FAIR ELIGIBLE)
SUB-CLASSES – 6030: Ages 07-09
   6030: Ages 10-13
   6030: Ages 14-18